
OXFORD CREATIVE WRITING COURSE SUMMER

Want to improve your creative writing? This course will offer you the chance to develop your creative prose in an
inspirational and nurturing environment.

Students will thereby learn about how to edit their work and respond well to criticism, while also learning how
to assess and comment on the work of others in a polite and helpful way. If you are not an EEA or Swiss
national, you may need to apply for a visa to enter the UK depending on which passport you hold. While the
course will focus primarily on prose, students will get the chance to experiment with other forms, notably
poetry. Enrolment Students will be formally enrolled on the summer school once they have accepted their
offer of a place. Students choose two morning classes and one afternoon workshop to provide a diverse and
stimulating curriculum that is tailored to their needs, allowing them to pursue areas of interest or try out
something new. Selection criteria This is an intensive programme of study taught to an informed international
audience. The giving and receiving of constructive criticism is a crucial part of this course, as is the case in
most degree-level creative writing courses. If you are applying for advanced courses please provide samples of
your work relevant to your first and second choice courses and ensure that the name of the seminar is printed
at the top of each sample. These must be in English. In accepting an offer of a place applicants are committing
to paying their programme fees in full by the due date. By the end of the course each student will have
produced a lot of their own writing, the highlight being a complete, edited short story showcasing their
newly-honed creative talent! Please note that the letter of recommendation must refer specifically to your
application to the Oxford University Creative Writing Summer School. Important information regarding
immigration and visa requirements Please note: The information in this section is correct as at December , but
may change following the departure of the UK from the European Union EU in March  Students studying
Broadening Horizons in Oxford get the chance to live and learn in a college of the University of Oxford or in
our 17th-century manor house, Yarnton Manor. For further information on English language qualifications:.
Click here to apply for the New Perspectives Programme in Oxford. They engage extensively with literature
from a wide range of genres and styles in order to explore the different ways that writers overcome common
problems and identify what they themselves can learn from the techniques they choose. We anticipate that, if
changes are made, it is most likely that EEA and Swiss national students will need to follow the same
immigration rules as non-EEA nationals. If you are not an EEA or Swiss national we strongly recommend that
you establish whether you will require a visa before submitting your application. Learn more about and apply
for the Broadening Horizons Programme in Oxford. During the course students will find themselves
generating a host of new ideas, and engage critically over which to discard and which to keep. Students are
encouraged to experiment with their own writing, as well as engaging in literary reviews of other people's
writing, including famous authors as well as their peers. The course is necessarily interactive: students share
their writing with the group and giving constructive feedback on the work of others. Students choose two
morning classes and one afternoon workshop to provide a diverse and stimulating curriculum that is tailored to
their needs, allowing them to pursue areas of interest or try out something new. Applicants who are offered a
place on the summer school must respond in writing within 14 days to accept or decline the offer. What will
you get out of the Creative Writing Summer Course? There are three deadlines for applications: Gathered field
1 - 1 February Gathered field 2 - 15 March Gathered field 3 - 1 May Subject to the availability of places, late
applications may be considered on a first come, first served basis until 3 June  The techniques discussed will
range from the pre-Victorian era right up to 21st century postmodern and mixed-medium writing; students will
learn from long-standing traditions and from brand-new ideas. English language requirements As students are
expected to participate fully in seminar discussions and are required to produce written work it is important
that applicants can demonstrate an appropriate level of proficiency in the four language skills - listening,
reading, writing and speaking. All applicants should be keen readers and bring an open-minded, questioning
approach to both reading and writing. If the system shows that you do not require a visa: you will still need to
bring certain documents to show at the border in order to be admitted as a short-term student.


